Community Helpers Activities

• Picture cards – clip art from Microsoft Office
  o Use to teach vocabulary – note items each person uses in their job
  o Level 1: Print 2 sets and use for Go Fish or Memory game
  o Level 2: Cut word apart from picture to match picture to word

• Worksheets
  o Level 1 - identification: Students match picture to name
  o Level 2 - association: Students select objects used by each person from field of 3 (some students may need help reading object names)

• Descriptions below
  o Level 1 - receptive: Read description and have students guess.
  o Level 2 - expressive: Ask students to describe what each person does

1. A physician/doctor is a person who helps sick people get well.
2. A teacher is a person who instructs children in a classroom.
3. A nurse is a person who helps doctors take care of sick people.
4. A barber is a person who cuts hair.
5. A dentist is a person who fills cavities in your teeth.
6. A librarian is a person who checks out books for people at a library.
7. A coach is a person in charge of a sports team.
8. A carpenter is a person who builds things with wood.
9. A plumber is a person who fixes leaky pipes.
10. A musician is a person who plays musical instruments.
11. An artist is a person who creates paintings or sculpture.
12. A waiter is a person who serves food in a restaurant.
13. A chef is a person who cooks food in a restaurant.
14. A photographer is a person who takes pictures with a camera for a living.
15. A veterinarian is a person who takes care of injured or sick pets.
16. A construction worker is a person who builds buildings, roads, and bridges.
17. A dancer/ballerina is a person who dances for a living.
18. A judge is a person who decides court cases.
19. A painter is a person who paints walls or houses for a living.
20. A farmer is a person who plants crops in a field for harvest.
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